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ABSTRACT: A new hot spot-based design strategy using
bioisostere replacement is reported to rationally design non-
peptidic small-molecule inhibitors for protein−protein interac-
tions. This method is applied to design new potent inhibitors for
β-catenin/T-cell factor (Tcf) interactions. Three hot spot regions
of Tcf for binding to β-catenin were quantitatively evaluated; the
key binding elements around K435 and K508 of β-catenin were
derived; a bioisostere library was used to generate new fragments
that can match the proposed critical binding elements. The most
potent inhibitor, with a molecular weight of 230, has a Kd of 0.531
μM for binding to β-catenin and a Ki of 3.14 μM to completely
disrupt β-catenin/Tcf interactions. The binding mode of the
designed inhibitors was validated by the site-directed mutagenesis and structure−activity relationship (SAR) studies. This study
provides a new approach to design new small-molecule inhibitors that bind to β-catenin and effectively disrupt β-catenin/Tcf
interactions specific for canonical Wnt signaling.

Protein−protein interactions (PPIs) are of utmost impor-
tance for all living organisms.1 Abnormal PPIs are often

the key steps for the pathological processes. However,
searching for small-molecule PPI inhibitors has proven to be
challenging. Protein hot spots (small subsets of protein surface
residues contribute to most of the free energy of binding)2 can
serve as the starting point for the rational design of potent PPI
inhibitors, which leads to the generation of three approaches:
virtual screening,3 fragment screening,4 and hot spot-based
design.5−7 The current hot spot-based design strategy extracts
key substructures from the hot spot residues and directly
derivatizes them to a more potent PPI inhibitor. For example,
the indole or phenyl ring of W23 of p53 was employed to
generate the potent inhibitors for p53/MDM2 PPIs;5,6 the 4-
hydroxyl-L-proline of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) was
used as the key binding moiety to build potent inhibitors for
von hippel-Lindau protein (VHL)/HIF-1α interactions.7 The
substructures from the hot spot residues clearly lie in the
optimized inhibitors. Herein, we report a new hot spot-based
design strategy using the bioisostere replacement technique to
generate new potent small-molecule PPI inhibitors with new
structures. As a first case study, this approach is applied to the
design of novel nonpeptidic and low-molecular-weight
inhibitors for β-catenin/T-cell factor (Tcf) PPIs, a key site in
the downstream of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway.
The canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway plays a

pivotal role in the regulation of cell growth, differentiation, and
cell−cell communication.8 The aberrant activation of canonical
Wnt/β-catenin signaling drives the initiation and progression of
many cancers, including colorectal and hepatocellular carcino-
mas, and pulmonary fibroses. Transcriptional overactivation of

Wnt/β-catenin target genes is solely dependent on the
formation of the β-catenin/Tcf complex. Selective inhibition
of β-catenin/Tcf PPIs represents an appealing therapeutic
target. Furthermore, it would be ideal that the inhibitor binds to
coactivator β-catenin rather than transcriptional factor Tcf, as
Tcf is essential in other signaling pathways, while β-catenin is
specific for Wnt/β-catenin signaling. Crystal structures of β-
catenin in complexes with Xenopus Tcf3,9 human Tcf4,10−12

and mouse Lef-113 have been reported. These structures reveal
a large protein−protein contacting surface between β-catenin
and Tcf (≥2800 Å2 versus typical PPI surfaces of 1500−3000
Å2). Biochemical analyses indicate that the dissociation
constant (Kd) value of β-catenin/Tcf PPIs is in the 7−10 nM
range.13,14 To disrupt such a large and tightly binding complex
requires an extraordinarily high ligand efficiency of small
molecule. Up to date, no structure-based design of small-
molecule inhibitors has been reported. Only four high-
throughput screenings (HTSs) were reported.15−18 However,
to which proteins of β-catenin and Tcf as well as the exact
location on protein the known inhibitors bind was unknown,
which have prohibited the further optimization of those HTS
hits. The hydrocarbon-stapled Axin α-helix peptides were
recently reported to bind to β-catenin Axin-binding site and
inhibit β-catenin/Tcf interactions.19 Axin is the scaffolding
protein for β-catenin phosphorylation. β-catenin/Axin PPIs
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maintain a low level of β-catenin in normal cells. The use of
these peptides has a potential to cause cellular toxicities.
Crystallographic and biochemical analyses reveal that three

hot spots on β-catenin are critical for binding to Tcf (Figure
1a,b).9,11,14,20,21 One is K435/K508 where D16/E17 of Tcf4
binds. The second one is K312/K345 where E24/E29 of Tcf4
binds using two alternative conformations.10,11 The third one is
a hydrophobic pocket lined with F253, I256, F293, A295, and
I296. V44 and L48 of Tcf4 bind to this pocket. In this study,
alanine scanning and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
experiments were conducted to quantify the contribution of
each hot spot region. As shown in Figure 1c and
Supplementary Figure 1, the Kd value of native β-catenin/Tcf
PPIs can be reproduced by the SPR studies. However, no SPR
signal was observed for the D16A/E17A mutant (up to 1 μM).
The Kd of this mutant is much higher than those of the E24A/
E29A and V44A/L48A mutants. The fluorescence polarization
(FP) competitive inhibition assay22 was preformed to further
evaluate the importance of these three hot spots (Figure 1d and
Supplementary Figure 2). Tcf4 peptide (residues 7−51) has an
IC50 of 1.09 nM. Under the same assay conditions, the D16A/
E17A Tcf4 peptide cannot disrupt β-catenin/Tcf4 PPIs even at
a concentration of >200 μM. In contrast, the IC50s of Tcf4
E24A/E29A and V44A/L48A are 68.07 and 606.1 nM,
respectively. These studies indicate that D16/E17 of human
Tcf4 is much more important than E24/E29 and V44/L48
when binding to β-catenin. We envision that mimicking D16/

E17 of human Tcf4 is a valuable starting point to design small-
molecule inhibitors for β-catenin/Tcf PPIs.
The key elements of β-catenin for binding to Tcf were then

derived, namely, the two sp3-hybridized nitrogen cations of the
side chains of K435 and K508 and the backbone amide
nitrogen of N430. These critical binding elements form
charge−charge and H-bond interactions with the carboxylic
acid groups of Tcf D16 and E17 (Figure 2a). An inspection of
the crystal structures of β-catenin in complexes with Tcfs9−12

identified two additional binding elements that were not used
by β-catenin/Tcf PPIs but available for small-molecule binding:
(1) the positively charged guanidino moiety of R469; (2) H-
bond donors around K435: the imidazole ring of H470 and the
hydroxyl group of S473. In the present study, the critical
binding elements that anchor side chain carboxylic acids of D16
and E17 of human Tcf4 were initially used for inhibitor design.
A bioisostere replacement method described in Supplementary
Figures 3−6 was used to design carboxylic acid bioisosteres that
better match the critical binding elements. AutoDock 4.2 was
performed to prioritize the newly generated fragments.23 The
prioritized fragments were then linked with an assistance of a
linker library and Scifinder. As shown in Figure 2b, two
carboxylic acid bioisoteres are linked together with the aid of an
electron-rich aromatic ring. Indazole-1-ol or benzotriazole-1-ol
(pKa = 4.6−5.6)24 mimics the carboxyl group of E17 and forms
H-bond and charge−charge interactions with β-catenin K508.
Under physiological conditions, indazole-1-ol or benzotriazole-

Figure 1. (a) Hot spots 1 and 2. β-Catenin is shown as a surface model (gray), and Tcf is shown as a stick model (PDB id, 2GL712). Hot spot 1
includes K435 and K508; hot spot 2 includes K312 and K345. (b) Hot spot 3. It includes F253, I256, F293, A295, and I296. (c) SPR study of β-
catenin with wild-type and mutant Tcf4 peptides. (d) FP competitive inhibition assay of unlabeled Tcf peptides.

Figure 2. (a) Critical binding elements of β-catenin for inhibitor design. The β-catenin residues are colored magenta. The Tcf4 residues are colored
green. D16 and E17 of Tcf4, N430, K435, R469, H470, S473, and K508 of β-catenin are shown as sticks. The critical Tcf-binding elements (red) and
the other ligand-binding elements (blue) are shown. (b) Designed molecules to mimic D16 and E17 of human Tcf4. (c) AutoDock predicted
binding conformation of 1 (PDB id, 2GL712).
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1-ol is deprotonated and carries a formal charge of −1. The rich
p-electrons on the deprotonated indazole-1-ol or benzotriazole-
1-ol ring form a favorable cation−π interaction with the
positively charged guanidino group of R469. This interaction is
not present between Tcf4 and β-catenin. The tetrazole ring
(pKa = 4.5−4.95)25 was used to replace the carboxyl group of
D16 and mimic the charge−charge and H-bond interactions
with K435 and N430 of β-catenin. The four lone pairs of the
deprotonated tetrazole ring are evenly distributed on the five-
membered ring and can form two additional H-bonds with the
side chains of H470 and S473. These two H-bonds do not exist
in the β-catenin/Tcf complex. Figure 2c and Supplementary
Figure 7 show the predicted binding conformation of 1 with β-
catenin.
Six compounds, 1−6, were designed and synthesized (Figure

3a and Supplementary Figure 8). The inhibitory activities of
these compounds toward disrupting β-catenin/Tcf4 PPIs were
determined by the FP assay.22 Among these six compounds, 1
is the most potent inhibitor with an inhibition constant (Ki) of
3.14 μM (Figure 3a). The Kd of 1 to wild-type β-catenin was
determined by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). The Kd
value and ligand efficiency26 of 1 are 0.531 μM (Figure 4a) and
0.512, respectively. Compared to a lower Kd value of 1 from the
ITC, the higher Ki of 1 to disrupt β-catenin/Tcf4 PPIs in the
FP assay was due to a tighter binding between β-catenin and
Tcf4. Indazole-1-ol derivatives 1, 3, and 5 are more potent than

benzotriazole-1-ol derivatives 2, 4, and 6 in the FP assay
(Figure 3a). It is presumably caused by the electron-
withdrawing effect of N3 of benzotriazole-1-ol to make this
fused ring less electron-rich. The length of linker Y in Figure 3
is also important for inhibitor potency. Two-carbon linker
derivatives 1 and 2 are more potent than one-carbon linker
derivatives 3 and 4 or CH2OCH2 linker derivatives 5 and 6. In
contrast, Tcf4 D16-E17 peptides, 7 and 8, have the Ki values of
396.59 and 277.29 μM, respectively, which are 2 orders of
magnitude higher than that of newly designed 1, indicating that
the negatively charged indazole-1-ol and tetrazole moieties not
only mimic D16 and E17 of human Tcf4 for the charge−charge
and H-bond interactions with β-catenin but also capture
additional key binding elements from R469, H470, and S473 of
β-catenin. It is worth noting that 1−6 were the only
compounds initially designed and synthesized. A parallel FP
assay demonstrated that 1 was more potent than known
inhibitors in Figure 3a.
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed to validate the

binding mode of new inhibitors with human β-catenin, as
shown in Figure 4. The ITC study shows the Kd of 1 to β-
catenin K435A is 4.01 μM, that is 7.6-fold higher than that of 1
with the wild-type β-catenin, and indicates K435 of β-catenin is
critical for binding to 1 (Figure 4a and Supplementary Figure
10). The Kd of 1 to β-catenin R469A is 3.21 μM, suggesting
that this residue is involved in binding to 1, although this

Figure 3. (a) FP Ki values of 1−8 and seven known inhibitors of β-catenin/Tcf4 PPIs. (b) FP Ki values of 9−20 and human Tcf4 (residues 7−31).
Each set of data is expressed as mean ± standard deviation (n = 3).

Figure 4. Site-directed mutagenesis to identify key residues that are responsible for the binding affinity of 1 to β-catenin. (a) ITC study of 1 with
wild-type and mutant human β-catenin proteins (T = 303.15 K). (b) FP competitive inhibition assay of 1 to disrupt wild-type β-catenin/Tcf4 and β-
catenin R469A/Tcf4 interactions.
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mutation does not affect the binding of β-catenin to Tcf4
(Supplementary Figure 9) The ITC study shows the Kd of 1 to
human β-catenin K508A is 1.59 μM, indicating this residue is
also involved in binding to 1. Since R469A does not affect β-
catenin/Tcf PPIs, the FP assay was performed to validate the
binding mode of 1. The Ki of 1 to the β-catenin R469A
mutant/Tcf4 interaction is 15.93 μM (Figure 4b), which is 5-
fold less potent than that of 1 to the wild-type β-catenin/Tcf4
PPIs (Ki = 3.14 μM). It again demonstrates the role of R469 in
inhibitor binding. The site-directed mutagenesis studies
validated the binding mode of 1 with β-catenin shown in
Figure 2c.
Further modification was the replacement of the tetrazole

ring of 1−4 with two other carboxyl bioisosteres, 5-oxo-1,2,4-
oxadiazole and 5-thioxo-1,2,4-oxadiazole (pKa = 6.1−6.7).27
Compared to tetrazole, 5-oxo-1,2,4-oxadiazole is less acidic and
forms weaker charge−charge interactions with β-catenin K435.
Correspondingly, 9 and 11 are less potent than 1 and 3. 5-
Thioxo-1,2,4-oxadiazole is more lipophilic and bulkier than 5-
oxo-1,2,4-oxadiazole. The better van der Waals contacting with
the deep pocket of β-catenin K435 makes 13−16 more potent
than 9−12 and comparable to 1−4. Among 9−16, compound
13 has a Ki of 7.24 μM, providing another good starting point
for lead optimization (Figure 3b and Supplementary Figure 8).
Three potent inhibitors identified from the FP assays, 1, 13,

and 15, were further tested by the AlphaScreen assay.22

Concentration-dependent inhibition of 1, 13, and 15 was
observed (Supplementary Figure 11). Compound 1 displayed a
Ki of 7.60 μM and is still the most potent inhibitor among these
three. Both the FP and AlphaScreen assays indicate that these
inhibitors can completely disrupt β-catenin/Tcf4 PPIs. Since
the SPR study shows that the on-rate and off-rate of β-catenin
with Tcf are relatively high (3.60 × 106 M−1s−1) and slow
(0.017 s−1), respectively (Supplementary Figure 1), one
question brought to us was whether the new inhibitors can
disrupt the preassembled β-catenin/Tcf4 complex or block the
binding of monomeric β-catenin to Tcf. To our delight, the Ki
values of 1, 13, and 15 are independent of the order of addition
in the FP assay (Supplementary Figure 12), indicating that the
new inhibitors can effectively not only disrupt but also block
the tight binding between β-catenin and Tcf4.
Compounds 17−20 were designed to further explore the

SAR analysis of 1 for disrupting β-catenin/Tcf PPIs and to
understand the contribution of each functional group to the
binding affinity (Figure 3b and Supplementary Figure 8). The
FP competitive inhibition assay shows that the Ki of 17 is
179.93 μM. The pKa of the indazole NH of 17 is 13.86. This
compound cannot be deprotonated under physiological
conditions and has no charge−charge interactions with β-
catenin K508. Compared to 17, compound 18 has a poorer
inhibitory activity. This is presumably because 17 has more p-
electron density on the indazole ring than the phenyl ring of 18.
Therefore, 17 can form a better cation−π interaction with
R469. Compared to 1, compound 19 does not have a tetrazole
ring and has a Ki of 115.47 μM, indicating the importance of
the tetrazole ring for inhibitor potency. A comparison of the
inhibitor activities of 17, 18, and 19 also reveals the role of the
indazole-1-ol moiety of 1 in inhibitor binding, presumably
through forming charge−charge and cation−π interactions with
K508 and R469, respectively. Compound 20 is an oxygen-
substituted analogue of 2 and has a slightly better inhibitory
activity. The electron-donating effect of the phenoxy oxygen in
20 enhances its cation−π interaction with R469. The above

SAR analyses are consistent with the proposed binding mode of
new inhibitors shown in Figure 2c. The Ki value of human Tcf4
(residues 7−31) is 0.074 ± 0.003 μM.
In summary, this study provides a new bioisostere

replacement strategy to rationally design small-molecule PPI
inhibitors based on the hot spot residues. The advantage of this
approach is that new chemotypes that are drastically different
from the structures of the hot spots can be generated for the
specific inhibition of PPIs. The discovery of new potent
inhibitors that bind to β-catenin and disrupt β-catenin/Tcf PPIs
has great therapeutic potential but is very challenging. The
critical binding elements around β-catenin K435 and K508
were extracted to design small-molecule inhibitors that bind to
coactivator β-catenin and completely disrupt and block β-
catenin/Tcf PPIs. A bioisostere design was used to match the
critical binding elements and to generate a series of new
compounds that mimics D16 and E17 of human Tcf4. The
mode of action of new inhibitors with β-catenin was confirmed
by the site-directed mutagenesis and SAR studies. Compound 1
has a Kd of 0.531 μM for binding to β-catenin and a Ki of 3.14
μM to completely disrupt β-catenin/Tcf interactions. This
compound, with a molecular weight of 230 and a ligand
efficiency of 0.512, provides an excellent starting point to
generate potent inhibitors specific for the Wnt/β-catenin
signaling pathway. Three well-defined pockets are adjacent to
K435 and K508 of β-catenin, which can be used for inhibitor
optimization. Current research is the evolution of 1 to occupy
these three pockets and generate drug-like inhibitors for cell-
based and in vivo studies.

■ METHODS
Fragment Design and Linking. The fragments in Supplementary

Figures 3 and 4 were built in the commercially available SYBYL X1.3
software package, and partial atomic charges were calculated using the
Gasteiger−Marsili method.28 The protonation state of β-catenin was
set to pH 7.0 when adding the hydrogens. The AMBER 7 force field
99 within SYBYL X1.3 was used to optimize the orientation of
hydrogen atoms and the missing side chains of β-catenin and of
structural waters. In the AutoDock 4.2 calculations,23 the grid maps
were calculated using AutoGrid with the grid spacing of 0.375 Å. For
the fragment docking, any atoms within 6 Å from the proposal critical
binding elements (N3+ of K508, the gaunidinium heavy atoms of
R469, and N3+ of K435) were used to define the grid box, which leads
to two pockets (one includes N3+ of K508 and the gaunidinium group
of R469; the second one has N3+ of K435). The binding poses of the
fragments that match the proposed binding elements were stored in a
SYBYL molecular database. The distance between each fragment of
two pockets was measured, and the linkers in Supplementary Figure 6
were merged to generate the ligand structure. For the ligand docking
study, the dimensions of the grid box were 39 × 28.5 × 21.5 Å to
include three critical binding elements. Docking was performed using
the Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA), and the pseudo-Solis and
Wets method was applied for the local search. Each docking
experiment was performed 100 times, yielding 100 docked
conformations. Other settings were the standard default parameters.
The results of the docking experiments were evaluated by the auxiliary
clustering analysis and a visual inspection to match the proposed
critical binding elements.

Fluorescence Polarization Assays. Experiments were performed
in 96-well Microfluor 2 black plates on a Synergy 2 plate reader
(Biotek). The polarization was measured at RT with an excitation
wavelength at 485 nm and an emission wavelength at 535 nm. The FP
experiments were performed in an assay buffer of 137 mM NaCl, 2.7
mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, 100 μg/mL of bovine
gamma globulin, and 0.01% Triton-X 100. The final reaction volume
was 100 μL. In the FP saturation experiments, different concentrations
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of wild-type or mutant β-catenin (residues 142−686) was incubated
with 2.5 nM C-terminally fluorescein-labeled human Tcf4 (residues
7−51). The apparent Kd values of β-catenin with Tcf4 were
determined. In the FP competitive inhibition assays, 10 nM β-catenin
was incubated with 2.5 nM Tcf4 fluorescence tracer for 30 min at 4
°C, and then, different concentrations of the tested peptides or
compounds were added. For each inhibitor competition assay, the
negative control (equivalent to 0% inhibition) refers to 2.5 nM Tcf4
fluorescence tracer and 10 nM β-catenin in the assay buffer without
tested compound presenting. The positive control (equivalent to 100%
inhibition) refers to only 2.5 nM Tcf4 fluorescence tracer in the assay
buffer. Each assay plate was covered black and gently mixed on an
orbital shaker for 3 h before testing. The background of the tested
peptides or inhibitors was corrected by subtracting the raw intensity
values of the sample background well (all components except probe)
from the raw intensity values of the corresponding test wells (all
components). The IC50 values were determined by nonlinear least-
squares analysis using GraphPad Prism 5.0. The Ki values were derived
from the IC50 values by the reported method.29 Experiments were
carried out in the presence of 1% DMSO.
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